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SUBMISSION FROM KADDRA
Kilmore and District Residents and Ratepayers (KADRRA) is a group of citizens
concerned with improving outcomes in the living environment for residents and
ratepayers in Kilmore and its surrounds. Some members have been involved for over
20 years in local planning and environment issues.
Our shire, Mitchell Shire, has had many problems in the areas of developing and
instituting planning law requirements that reflect real protection for our
environmental assets and enhancement of useable open space areas. This is due to
multiple factors including budget constraints, frequent council worker changes
including those affecting planners and the many tasks needed for planning law in our
fast growing fringe area. The projects that need to be put into place are so many that
surveys for vegetation, ridgelines, open space etc. are deferred and not included in
planning law. Fortunately structure plans for towns in the shire including Kilmore
have been ratified in recent years.
Mitchell Shire has a detailed comprehensive “Environmental Strategy 2008”. This
strategy has many clauses with high intentions to implement environment protection.
However, these policies although marked “High Priority” have not been implemented
in Shire planning procedures. It is very disappointing that these policies have not
been enacted.
THE BENEFITS OF ACCESSING AND USING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The use of Vegetation Protection Overlays (VPOs) in our area is very important in
order to protect the remnants of native vegetation in open space within the developing
area of Kilmore and its surrounds. In Kilmore we have “Kilmore Creek”, a major
creek but there are numerous small tributaries flowing into it. Although currently 30
metres on each side of each side of creeks is to be open space in many areas the
existing housing blocks infringe this space. Many of the creek sides have only
grassland vegetation and are eroded. These are not protected by VPOs as they have
no taller native vegetation. The minor creeks or water drainage channels are dry for
most of the year. They are totally unprotected and in many cases housing has been
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built over these natural drainage runways. This has caused flash flooding within
some housing blocks.
We note that clauses in the Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy 2008 such as LA36,
37 and 38 as well as W1, and WA16 and 17 if implemented would totally protect
these waterways and native vegetation on creek sides. LA36 proposed to ensure that
assessments of the environment are made before consideration of proposed land use.
In the case of the Mitchell Planning Scheme Amendment C151 currently being
considered this procedure has not been followed.
We recommend that more of these minor creek paths should also be considered for
VPO and creek verge areas. The areas of cleared public land and creek verges that
have no significant vegetation should also be protected with VPOs with the stipulated
intention of re-vegetation with native species. With this protection, areas within the
town could be encouraged to attract native wildlife and alleviate the heat bowl effects
of congested housing.
We have an area of VPO in a linear strip along Quinns Rd on the edge of the
proposed subdivision in the south/east of Kilmore. This strip has many large native
trees and other native vegetation. There is a proposal to delete from the VPO a 100
metre wide area to the west of Quinns Rd as it is in grassland. There has been no
thought as to the root zones or protection of the canopy of these large trees. Also, we
were surprised to understand from the planner’s report that if the grassland to the west
was not deleted housing blocks and roadways could co-exist within the VPO area.
We hope to follow through this issue through a Victorian Planning Panel for Mitchell
Shire Amendment C151.
Another area in Kilmore that we believe needs more vegetation protection is the
public open space area of Monument Hill. This large area has a number of uses such
as a cricket club, golf links and club, reservoir, and native forest that includes
threatened species, both flora and fauna as well as a small area of State Significant
Heritage where the Hume and Hovell Monument stands. The recommendation from
the shire planners was that a Significant Landscape Overlay that has been installed
would be sufficient to protect this area. We do not believe that this is sufficient to
fully protect the native forested area that has so many threatened species. We hope
that in the future a stronger protection for this area can be implemented.
Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy 2008 gives high priority to implementing a
“Municipal Conservation Covenant” for Monument Hill Kilmore Outdoor Recreation
Precinct. This has not been executed at all since the Strategy was approved.
In Kilmore we have a major creek that runs from the south to the north of the town
This creek has many small tributaries. Subdivisions along the tributaries have
housing blocks encroaching the 30 metre sides of the creeks. Replacing native plants
along these tributaries has been done in some areas and in the future more will
become established native vegetation. It seems that it will be a huge task for Mitchell
Shire Council to implement Vegetation Protection Overlays along these creek
tributaries. Such processes appear to be involved and expensive of Council planning
officers’ time. We would therefore like to see an abbreviated system to enable such
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changes in developing vegetation in order to have Vegetation Protection Overlays
easily applied.
Mitchell Shire as a fast-growing area for Melbourne operates on a limited budget for
developing sufficient overlays to protect all the natural and unique elements where
developments are proposed. It seems that implementing “High Priority” tasks
mentioned in Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy 2008 has not been allocated
funding or officers’ time to ensure that these important aims are adhered to. We
would like a State Government policy to review and encourage our council to favour
the growing need for vegetation and other overlays to protect and enhance the scenery
and native vegetation of our district. State Government grants to help with the costs
of implementing these protections would greatly assist our council.

Anne Radden Rose
Chair KADRRA Planning Committee
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ADDENDUM
Clauses referred to in Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy 2008
POLICY ACTIONS LAND – COUNCIL ACTION PLAN
POLICY ACTIONS
LA36

Ensure that appropriate flora and fauna assessments are completed
prior to the consideration of any proposed land use change, by
qualified botanists or ecologists, in accordance with the Victorian
Native Vegetation Framework.

LA37

Ensure that high quality remnant vegetation is protected as a part of
residential developments and is considered separately to Parks and
Open Space.

LA38

Encourage or require developers to protect, enhance and expand native
bushland within subdivisions and to protect this bushland by
covenanting or by handing bushland to a suitable managing agency.

OBJECTIVES
W1

Protect and restore native vegetation corridors along waterways.

WATER – COUNCIL ACTION PLAN 2004-2007
POLICY ACTIONS
WA16

Ensure that the natural forms of waterways and corridors are retained
during residential developments, including the development of open
space and drainage infrastructure.

WA17

Seek a minimum of 30m vegetation buffers along waterways during
the planning stage for new developments, in addition to any public
open space contribution. This is in accordance with the set backs for
development from waterways required under Victorian State Planning
provisions.

